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Superconducting circuits is one of the most 

popular platforms used for prospective 

quantum computers.  However, e.g. state-

of-the-art resonators still report losses at 

least one order of magnitude higher than 

predicted for pure bulk dielectric losses, 

which has been commonly attributed to 

Two-Level-Systems (TLS) of amorphous 

materials, such as native oxides.  

Indeed, despite having been studied for 

decades, materials-induced decoherence 

is still one of the major challenges to 

overcome. 

Most of the bibliography has focused so far 

on reducing TLS in terms of metal growth 

procedures, surface preparation methods, 

and other fabrication-related 

characterization [1].  We aim to tackle the 

issue by benchmarkable metal/substrate 

combinations, i.e. using the same 

fabrication procedures and resonator’s 

geometry, in order to make informed 

analyses of the substrate-related dielectric 

losses. It is aimed to fill the gap of current 

comparisons from meta-analysis [2], where 

differences in chip design and fabrication 

steps can limit comparisons validity. 

 

Here, I will present some of the recent 

results obtained for Aluminium 

Superconducting Resonators, which have 

been patterned on substrates such as 

Sapphire, Silicon, and Silicon Carbide. 

Transfer measurements as a function of 

applied microwave power and operating 

temperature are employed to extract the 

internal quality factor of each resonator, 

while a dedicated design, “tapered” 

resonators with equivalent coupling to feed 

line, is used for estimating the TLS surface 

density. 
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Figure 1: SC Al/Sapphire resonators designed 

with different surface participation ratios 
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